GRIHA Council
Mission
GRIHA Council is mandated to promote development of green buildings and habitats in India through GRIHA.

Goals of GRIHA
Inspire, enable and engage with society to achieve sustainable habitat for all through GRIHA rating.

Training programmes on GRIHA
GRIHA Council organises 3-day training programmes on GRIHA across the country, round the year.

Highlights of GRIHA Training Programme
Insight into green building design and processes adopted to design, operate and evaluate green buildings
1. Integrated Approach to design: Hands-on group exercises are included to give a feel of integrated design
2. Performance based design: Exercises to evaluate GRIHA criteria.
3. Best Practices for prescriptive criteria under GRIHA and references to the national standards.

GRIHA Certified Professionals are well-equipped to help GRIHA projects in facilitation and documentation. They can also conduct awareness programmes on green buildings and GRIHA.

GRIHA Certified Evaluators are likely to be engaged by GRIHA Council in reviewing GRIHA projects in their field of expertise on a remunerative basis. They can also take active part in the evolution of GRIHA rating tools.

FAQs
Who are the faculty for this training programme?
Professionals working in the field of sustainability.

Who should attend this training programme?
Building professionals, architects, engineers, developers, and policy makers

What is the benefit of attending this programme?
It will enhance knowledge on Green Buildings and be helpful in the Certified Professional & Evaluator examinations.

What about a certificate?
Candidates successful in the Certified Professional/ Evaluator exam shall receive a certificate.

What are the fees for participation?
Rs.9,000/- inclusive of Taxes (Early bird discount till 30th November 2017)
Rs.10,000/- inclusive of Taxes after 30th November 2017

What about accommodation?
Accommodation has to be arranged by the participants themselves. The programme is non-residential

If you have other questions...
Please send an e-mail to Mr. Bharat Bhushan at info@grihaindia.org or call 011 4644450, extn: 4127

Now, I am ready for registration!!
Kindly send the payment through Demand Draft or Cheque-at-par in the name of GRIHA Council payable at Delhi

Mailing Address:
GRIHA Council, A-260, Defence Colony, Bhisham Pitamah Marg, New Delhi 110024